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The US-China Business Council (USCBC) appreciates the opportunity to participate in the public 
comment solicitation process for the draft Regulations on the Prohibition of Conduct that Eliminates or 
Restricts Competition through Abuse of Intellectual Property Rights (“draft Regulations”). This process 
reflects a continued positive effort by China’s State Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC) to 
provide greater transparency in the formulation of policy and legislation.  
 
USCBC has approximately 220 member companies, including global leaders in innovation that hold 
thousands of patents in manufacturing, information technology, pharmaceuticals, services, and other 
areas. Our companies support China’s right to regulate a fair and competitive market, as well as its goals 
of promoting innovation and competition, enhancing efficiency, and safeguarding consumer and public 
interests. Developing laws and regulations to promote these goals is the foundation of a modern economy. 
The comments contained in this submission represent the views of many leading US companies engaged 
in business across all industries and sectors in China. 
 
This is the eighth draft since SAIC first began work on these regulations after the 2008 implementation of 
the Antimonopoly Law (AML). These regulations deal with issues that fall under the scope of SAIC’s 
implementation of the AML and the intersection between the legitimate exercise of intellectual property 
rights (IPR) and anti-competitive behavior. These regulations cover the exercise of intellectual property 
broadly, including patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets. 
 
USCBC supports Chinese government efforts to foster a more innovative society and to ensure a fair and 
competitive market environment. At the same time, USCBC member companies have concerns about a 
number of articles in the draft regulations that need further clarification to effectively achieve the 
objectives stated in Article 1 of the draft regulations: to protect competition, promote innovation, and 
prevent business operators from abusing IPR to eliminate or restrict competition.  
 
Recognizing that there are many provisions that may be addressed in other organizations’ comments, 
USCBC respectfully submits the following comments on the draft Regulations for further clarification 
and appropriate changes prior to issuing the final version.  
 
Article 3 
We appreciate that this article provides definitions for key terms used throughout this regulation, 
including “operator,” “IPR abuse to eliminate or restrict competition,” and “relevant market.” This 
language provides companies seeking to operate legally and fairly in the market with greater clarity and 
allows them to better understand how SAIC approaches these issues. To further clarify these terms and 
ensure that SAIC is able to efficiently address anticompetitive behavior in relevant markets, we encourage 
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SAIC to add language to Article 3 defining the term “restriction of competition” as substantial restriction 
of competition in the relevant market, as opposed to competitive business activities that may only impact 
a single competitor. 
 
Further, the definition of “relevant market” states that a relevant market can be a “technology market,” 
but does not provide further details as to how a technology market is to be defined. The lack of clear 
guidance could lead to inconsistent application of these rules, causing problems for regulators and 
companies alike. Based on our knowledge, no regulator in either of the world’s two leading competition 
jurisdictions – the US and the European Union – has successfully enforced a case based on a relevant 
technology market, due to the challenges of defining such markets. We suggest that in order to best 
ensure that these regulations are clear and enforceable, SAIC revise Article 3 to remove the last two 
sentences that make reference to technology markets. If SAIC believes that applying the regulations to a 
technology market is absolutely necessary, we recommend that it add language to these draft regulations 
to provide clear, definite and narrowly tailored guidance to regulators and companies, such as authorizing 
regulators to consider using a technology market only if the product market is inadequate for assessing 
competitive effects because of the unique nature of the competitive impact.  
 
Article 6  
Article 6 states that undertakings that hold a dominant market position shall not abuse that position to 
eliminate or restrict competition when exercising their IPR, and then defines “dominant market position.” 
This is an important article that serves as the basis for subsequent provisions (such as Articles 8 and 9) 
that prohibit specific behaviors for business operators that hold such a dominant market position. 
However, broad application of these articles could include not only cases where an operator intentionally 
carried out illegal activities but also circumstances where an operator and other parties may have mutually 
agreed on actions to address competition concerns that might otherwise fall under these articles. The US 
(in Section 2 of the Sherman Act and various court proceedings) and other international jurisdictions 
apply language stating that monopoly power must be “willful” in order to balance pro-competitive and 
anti-competitive needs. We recommend amending Article 6 to read: “Undertakings with dominant 
position shall not willfully or intentionally abuse their dominant market position to eliminate or restrict 
competition during the exercise of IPR.” Such additional language will help to focus limited regulatory 
resources on the most troublesome competition cases, while also reducing ambiguity for both business 
operators and enforcement authorities in an antitrust investigation. 

 
Article 7 
According to Article 7, business operators that have a dominant market position shall not, without 
justification, refuse requests from other operators to license IPR that constitutes an essential facility for 
business operation under reasonable terms. While we acknowledge China’s efforts to integrate 
international legal concepts such as the “essential facilities” doctrine into its legal framework, we are 
concerned that the language used could lead to interpretations of “essential facilities” provisions in ways 
that would discourage innovation, contradict existing provisions in China’s current Patent Law, and 
conflict with international practice.  
 
Key provisions in China’s Patent Law permit patent holders to exclude others from producing, selling, or 
importing products using a licensed patent without authorization (Article 11) and limit compulsory 
licensing to specific narrow circumstances (Chapter VI). Applying the “essential facilities” doctrine 
broadly to IPR, as laid out in Article 7, would not only conflict with the current Patent Law, but it would 
discourage companies from developing their own IPR by allowing them to more easily practice their 
competitors’ IPR.  This scenario would create long-term disincentives to innovate and hamper China’s 
attempts to build an innovative society. 
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Additionally, the proposed language to apply the “essential facilities” doctrine to IPR conflicts with 
international legal practice in jurisdictions that foster the type of innovation that China seeks to promote. 
The “essential facilities” doctrine has not been broadly applied to the patent context in any other 
jurisdiction, and has been applied carefully–and only under specific, narrow circumstances when it has 
been invoked. 
 
To best ensure that China has a solid legal framework for balancing its goals of promoting consumer 
interest and fostering innovation, we suggest that Article 7 be deleted. Alternatively, if SAIC keeps 
language on the “essential facilities” doctrine, we suggest that this article be revised to specify that 
invoking the “essential facilities” doctrine to issue a compulsory license should balance the interests of 
patent owners and consumers by requiring proof that compelled access to the IP in question is critical to 
furthering the legitimate interest of consumers. Additionally, we request that language be added to state 
that in determining whether the offered consideration is reasonable, regulators should consider the impact 
on incentives for the patent owner and others to invest in R&D that will allow them to invent and develop 
new or improved technologies. 
 
Article 8 
This article states that operators that have a dominant market position cannot, while exercising IPR, 
engage in various types of exclusive dealing without justification. We appreciate that this provision— and 
other provisions (including Articles 7, 9, 10, and 11)  that lay out IPR-related anti-competitive conduct—
adds this language, as it indicates greater awareness among policymakers and enforcement agencies that 
such conduct can promote market competition under the right circumstances. To better clarify what might 
constitute appropriate justification, we recommend that language be added to Article 8 (and other relevant 
articles) to state that such behavior shall be considered to be “without justification” if the conduct is 
shown to eliminate or restrict competition, consistent with Article 55 of the AML and Articles 2 and 3 of 
the draft regulations. 
 
Article 10 
Article 10 states that business operators with a dominant market position shall not impose unreasonable 
restrictions in the exercise of IPR and lists a set of these restrictions, including restraining a trading 
partner or licensee from challenging the validity of the IPR (Article 10(2)). While USCBC respects the 
authority of the Chinese government to protect against IPR abuse, we note that companies in most 
international jurisdictions are permitted to include in their patent licenses an agreement by the licensee 
not to challenge the validity of the patent if both parties agree. Such language is important in reducing the 
risk of disputes between licensor and licensee, and thus forms an important foundation to ensure a vibrant 
patent licensing market. China has stated in key policy documents its desire to promote just such a 
market, and revising this language would be an important step in that direction. USCBC suggests that this 
limitation on challenging the validity of IPR be removed from the list of “unreasonable restrictions.” 
 
Separately, we note that Article 10(1) states that business operators with a dominant market position shall 
not require the licensee to exclusively grant back the technology improved by the licensee without 
appropriate justification. As written, it is not clear whether this provision would apply to all types of 
grant-back arrangements, or just those that do not include appropriate consideration. To provide better 
clarity to patent licensors and licensees, we suggest inserting the word “unreasonably” before “requiring”, 
and adding the following statement: “For the purposes of this regulation, such a grant-back provision 
shall be considered unreasonable only if it eliminates or restricts competition. Exclusive grant-backs that 
provide appropriate financial consideration to the licensee shall be permitted.” 
 
Article 10(6) states that business operators with a dominant market position shall not require the licensee 
to agree to other unreasonable restrictive conditions.  This provision is vague, permitting local officials 
considerable discretion to judge business activity as “unreasonably restrictive.” Such broad discretion could 
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result in local AIC officials in different jurisdictions applying these rules differently, or could allow them 
to launch antitrust investigations based on local protectionism and not on sound competition principles. All 
of these factors would severely limit the effectiveness of these provisions, while also creating considerable 
uncertainty for business operators and challenges for them to properly order their behavior in order to 
appropriately comply.  As such, we recommend deleting Article 10(6). 
 
Article 11 
Article 11 prohibits a business operator with a dominant market position, when exercising IP rights, from 
discriminating against licensees under equal conditions.  Price and licensing discrimination can at times 
serve pro-competitive goals by allowing companies to more efficiently serve a variety of consumer groups 
and by promoting technology development and economic growth.  Operationally, it is very challenging for 
both regulators and companies to fully determine equality of treatment, as technology licenses are 
increasingly complex and have many substantial and subtly differing terms across parties. In addition, 
comparing licensees is very challenging, since no two licensees will be the same size, have the same mix 
of businesses or have the same products. As such, we suggest deleting this provision. 
 
Article 12 
Article 12 regulates the behavior of patent pools in eliminating or restricting competition during the 
exercise of IPR. We appreciate that Chinese authorities are trying to find appropriate ways of regulating 
pro-competitive and anti-competitive elements of patent pools, as opposed to ruling that patent pools 
themselves are pro- or anti-competitive. Article 12(2) states that patent pool organizations with dominant 
market positions shall not abuse their position by “restricting patent pool members or licensees from 
developing competing technologies independently or in cooperation with a third party.” This restriction, 
as written, may inherently prohibit patent pool members from taking action to protect against 
infringement of their patents by other pool members outside of the context of the patent pool itself. To 
address this issue, USCBC recommends altering the provision to state that patent pools are prohibited 
from “restricting patent pool members or licensees from developing competing technologies 
independently or through cooperation with a third party, unless those activities infringe upon IPR owned 
by those members or licensees in ways that violate patent pool rules.” 
 
Article 13 
Article 13 states that business operators shall not take advantage of standard setting or standards 
implementation to eliminate or restrict competition. While the provision indicates that standards setting 
includes “mandatory requirements stipulated by national technology specifications,” USCBC would 
appreciate a clearer definition of all types of standards covered under this article, including whether the 
article covers mandatory or voluntary standards as well as national, local, or industry standards. Given 
that “relevant markets” defined in Article 3 are likely to be national in scope, we suggest that national 
standards are the appropriate level of standards for these provisions. Additionally, given that only 
mandatory (versus voluntary) standards set specific requirements for companies that have a significant 
market impact, we would suggest that mandatory standards are the appropriate type. We therefore 
recommend that this provision be revised to read: “Operators shall not take advantage of the setting or 
implementation of mandatory national standards to eliminate or restrict competition during the exercise of 
IPR.” 
 
Additionally, Article 13(1) states that a company failing to disclose patent information to a standard 
setting organization and subsequently asserting that patent against implementers shall constitute 
anticompetitive behavior. While we recognize the need to ensure good-faith behavior by participants in 
the standard-setting process, we suggest that patent disclosure requirements should only apply to parties 
that are active participants in standard-setting processes. As drafted, a business operator holding a 
dominant market position would be required to license its patent under fair, reasonable, and non-
discriminatory terms (FRAND) even if it did not participate in the standard-setting process or participated 
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but did not make a FRAND commitment. This is inconsistent with the “Regulatory Measures on National 
Standards Involving Patents” (released in December 2013), which state that there is no requirement 
mandating a patent license from a party outside of a standards development process. Limiting this 
provision to participants who make a FRAND commitment will make it more reasonable and consistent 
with other regulations.  Previous drafts of SAIC’s regulation (such as the sixth draft) included more 
specific rules governing the circumstances under which non-disclosure of patents could be considered 
anti-competitive behavior. These rules provided clear guidance to all parties and were consistent with 
international best practices. 
 
To clarify the scope of this regulation, USCBC suggests altering the language to read:  “(i) deliberately 
not disclosing patent information relevant to the drafting of a standard, where the patent holder is an 
active voting participant in the standard-setting organization, knows that the patent is to be included as 
that standard, and has made a commitment to license its patent under fair, reasonable, and non-
discriminatory terms; or after explicitly waiving its rights during the standard setting process, reasserting 
its rights after its patent has been deemed a standard-essential patent.”   
 
Article 17 
Article 17 specifies the factors that should be considered in analyzing whether an undertaking is abusing 
IP rights to eliminate or restrict competition. We recognize the greater clarity provided in this provision as 
a means of providing regulators and companies with more information about how regulators will 
implement the principles laid out in Article 55 of the AML and Article 2 of these regulations to balance 
the needs of competition and IPR.  In that spirit, we recommend that SAIC revise Article 17(5) to state: 
“Analyzing the impacts of exercising IPR by the undertaking on competition in the relevant market, 
specifically balancing the pro-competitive effects and the anti-competitive effects of that activity.” 
 
Article 19 
While we recognize that Article 19 sets limits – both minimum and maximum levels – as fines for 
anticompetitive behavior in order to curb excessive fines, the currently proposed minimum and maximum 
penalties will create challenges for regulators and companies alike. 

• Given that the competitive impact assessed in these investigations will generally be focused on 
the relevant market in China, we suggest that fines based on turnover should be based on an 
undertaking's net revenues in China only. 

• Additionally, we recommend deleting the minimum fine as a percentage of turnover, as it may 
discriminate against large companies, both domestic and foreign, and limit the flexibility of local 
officials to fine based on the level of the infraction. 

• Finally, the 10% maximum fine could lead to excessive fines for large entities. We recommend 
creating a fixed cap for a maximum fine that would be appropriate for companies of all types. 
 

CONCLUSION 
USCBC thanks SAIC for providing this opportunity to comment on the draft regulations. We hope that 
these comments are constructive and useful to SAIC as it reviews the draft measures, and welcome any 
further discussion that SAIC may wish to provide on these comments. 
 

—END— 
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